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ABSTRACT
We report ALMA observations of the neutral atomic carbon transitions [C I] and multiple CO lines
in a sample of ∼ 30 main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1, including novel information on [C I](3P2 − 3P1)
and CO (7 − 6) for 7 of such normal objects. We complement our observations with a collection of
> 200 galaxies with coverage of similar transitions, spanning the z = 0 − 4 redshift interval and a
variety of ambient conditions from local to high-redshift starbursts. We find systematic variations in
the [C I]/IR and [C I]/high-Jupper (Jupper = 7) CO luminosity ratios among the various samples. We
interpret these differences as increased dense molecular gas fractions and star formation efficiencies in
the strongest high-redshift starbursts with respect to normal main sequence galaxies. We further report
constant L′
[C I]3P2− 3P1/L
′
[C I]3P1− 3P0 ratios across the galaxy populations and redshifts, suggesting that
gas temperatures Texc traced by [C I] do not strongly vary. We find only a mild correlation with Tdust
and that, generally, Texc . Tdust. We fit the line ratios with classical photodissociation region models,
retrieving consistently larger densities and intensities of the UV radiation fields in sub-mm galaxies
than in main sequence and local objects. However, these simple models fall short in representing
the complexity of a multi-phase interstellar medium and should be treated with caution. Finally, we
compare our observations with the Santa Cruz semi-analytical model of galaxy evolution, recently
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extended to simulate sub-mm emission. While we confirm the success in reproducing the CO lines, we
find systematically larger [C I] luminosities at fixed IR luminosity than predicted theoretically. This
highlights the necessity of improving our understanding of the mechanisms regulating the [C I] emission
on galactic scales. We release our data compilation to the community.
Keywords: Galaxies: evolution, ISM, star formation, high-redshift — Submillimeter: galaxies, ISM
1. INTRODUCTION
An accurate description of the physical mechanisms
regulating gas in galaxies is paramount to reach a com-
plete understanding of how these systems evolve with
cosmic time. The recent advent of powerful interferom-
eters such as the NOrthern Extended Millimeter Array
(NOEMA) and, especially, the Atacama Large Mil-
limeter Array (ALMA) have played a major role in this
regard, opening a window not only on traditional molec-
ular gas tracers, such as 12CO and dust (e.g., Magdis
et al. 2012a; Carilli & Walter 2013; Bolatto et al. 2013;
Scoville et al. 2014) in large samples of distant galaxies,
but also on lines previously inaccessible because of their
intrinsic faintness. These facilities have also allowed
the study of galaxies at unprecedented redshifts and
those representative of the bulk of the population, in
addition to the extremely bright starbursts and sub-mm
galaxies (SMGs). Particular attention has been given to
alternative proxies for the total molecular gas mass in
galaxies, highly desirable to complement CO and dust
and to break the known degeneracies hampering these
tracers (Zanella et al. 2018; Cortzen et al. 2019). How-
ever, multiple elements and molecules have now been
detected in distant systems, allowing us to study their
ionization conditions, chemistry, metallicity, densities
and temperatures.
In a previous work (Valentino et al. 2018, V18 here-
after), we presented results on the lowest neutral carbon
transition [C I](3P1 − 3P0) (νrest = 492.161 GHz) in
normal galaxies at z ∼ 1.2 that lie on the so called
“main sequence” in the stellar mass - star formation
rate plane (M?-SFR, Noeske et al. 2007; Elbaz et al.
2007; Daddi et al. 2007; Magdis et al. 2010; see also
Bourne et al. 2019; Brisbin et al. 2019; Lamarche et al.
2019). The use of [C I] has theoretical and observational
roots that have been deepened over the years, reveal-
ing potential advantages over alternative tracers (e.g.,
Papadopoulos et al. 2004, Madden et al. in prep.). In
V18 we showed that [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and low-J CO line
emissions correlate on global scales irrespectively of the
redshift and galaxy type, bridging previous observations
of local infrared (IR) luminous objects (e.g., Gerin &
Phillips 2000; Papadopoulos et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2015;
Israel et al. 2015; Kamenetzky et al. 2016; Jiao et al.
2017, 2019a) and high-redshift SMGs (Walter et al.
2011; Alaghband-Zadeh et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2017;
Bothwell et al. 2017; Andreani et al. 2018; Can˜ameras
et al. 2018; Nesvadba et al. 2018, to mention some recent
efforts). Moreover, we reported systematic variations of
the L′
[C I]3P1− 3P0/LIR luminosity ratio of normal main
sequence galaxies from the starbursting SMG popula-
tion, consistently with results based on CO (e.g., Daddi
et al. 2010; Magdis et al. 2012b; Genzel et al. 2015;
Tacconi et al. 2018), supporting the existence of dif-
ferent star formation regimes characterized by varying
star formation efficiencies (SFE = SFR/M?). This also
resulted in different [C I] abundances in main sequence,
starburst and SMG galaxies, naturally following the
standard assumptions on the αCO and dust-to-gas con-
version factors.
Here we move from the ground we laid in our previ-
ous work (i) expanding our analysis to larger samples
that became available during the last year, and (ii)
simultaneously studying multiple line transitions, al-
lowing us to study the properties of the interstellar
medium across redshift and galaxy types. In particular,
we introduce new ALMA observations of the excited
[C I](3P2 − 3P1) line (νrest = 809.344 GHz) in 30% of
the main sequence galaxies that we presented in V18,
giving simultaneous access to the CO (7− 6) transition.
These observations open a view both on the excited [C I]
gas, allowing for a direct estimate of the gas temper-
ature via the [C I](3P2 − 3P1)/[C I](3P1 − 3P0) ratio
(Stutzki et al. 1997; Schneider et al. 2003; Weiß et al.
2003; Papadopoulos et al. 2004), and on the dense and
warm gas phases so far explored only in the bright-
est galaxies at high redshift (e.g., Yang et al. 2017;
Can˜ameras et al. 2018; Apostolovski et al. 2019). The
availability of multiple line ratios for sizable and con-
trolled samples of high-redshift galaxies is also the basis
for modeling the [C I], CO, and dust emission, a histori-
cally complicated endeavor especially for what concerns
[C I]. Classical monodimensional photodissociation re-
gion models predict the [C I] emission to arise only
from a thin layer in between [C II] and CO (Tielens &
Hollenbach 1985; Kaufman et al. 1999), struggling to
reproduce fully concomitant [C I] and CO emission in
local giant molecular clouds (Keene et al. 1996; Ojha
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et al. 2001; Ikeda et al. 2002). More recent refinement,
including non-equilibrium chemistry (Stoerzer et al.
1997), turbulent mixing (Xie et al. 1995; Glover et al.
2015), clumpy geometries (Stutzki et al. 1998), and the
effect of cosmic rays (Papadopoulos et al. 2004, 2018;
Bisbas et al. 2015, 2017) and 3D geometry (Bisbas et al.
2012) have been more successful in this sense. The
addition of extra heating mechanisms (e.g., shocks, Lee
et al. 2019), or radically different approaches (e.g., large
velocity gradients, LVG, Young & Scoville 1991) have
been recently successful in reproducing the interstellar
medium (ISM) conditions in local resolved star form-
ing regions or CO+[C I] emission in nuclear starbursts
(Israel et al. 2015), detecting multiple phases traced
by different line transitions. However, such modeling
requires large amount of data tracing the various ISM
components, which become progressively hard to collect
at increasing redshifts or for faint galaxies. A tradeoff
between model complexity and its applicability is what
we aim at in this work.
Finally, the availability of a large compilation of galax-
ies with [C I] detections allows one to insert this emission
line in the cosmological context of galaxy evolution. Re-
cent works have been focusing on the modeling of the
CO and [C II] emission, given their intrinsic brightness
and coverage up to extremely high redshift (see Olsen
et al. 2018, and references therein for a recent review),
reaping the first rewards of such effort. Less attention
has been dedicated to [C I], but models are quickly fill-
ing the gap. Here we focus on a recent implementation
of the sub-mm lines emission modeling onto the Santa
Cruz semi-analytical model described in Popping et al.
(2019a). We will show how the fiducial model compares
with the observed [C I], CO, and IR luminosities and
how these observables can be inserted in the empirical
frame of known scaling relations across redshifts.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the new ALMA data targeting [C I](3P2 −
3P1)+CO (7 − 6) in main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1.2,
along with the description of the data compilation we
assembled from the literature. Section 3 includes the
main observational results of our work and their inter-
pretation in the frame of the empirical scaling relations.
In Section 4, we apply a simple photodissociation re-
gion model to interpret the observed trends, we discuss
its limitations, and we introduce the comparison with
the semi-analytical modeling mentioned above. Section
5 summarizes the results of our work. The whole data
compilation we assembled for this work is made pub-
licly available in an electronic format in the online ver-
sion or by requesting it to the contact author. Unless
stated otherwise, we assume a ΛCDM cosmology with
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1 and
a Chabrier initial mass function (IMF, Chabrier 2003).
All magnitudes are expressed in the AB system. All the
literature data have been homogenized with our conven-
tions.
2. SAMPLE AND OBSERVATIONS
The galaxies we study here largely overlap with the
sample of main sequence galaxies presented in Valentino
et al. (2018). In this work, we also present new observa-
tions of the [C I](3P2 − 3P1) and CO (7− 6) transitions
for 7 objects from V18 observed during ALMA Cycle 6.
We further add the recent observations of main sequence
galaxies by Bourne et al. (2019) and Popping et al.
(2017), and the sub-mm galaxies listed in Yang et al.
(2017); Andreani et al. (2018); Can˜ameras et al. (2018);
Nesvadba et al. (2018); Dannerbauer et al. (2019); Jin
et al. (2019). In total we retrieve information about [C I]
emission in 217 galaxies1. A certain degree of inhomo-
geneity is inherent in the nature of such a large literature
compilation (e.g., different selections, single dish vs in-
terferometric observations, flux extraction, modeling).
Whenever possible, we homogenized the measurements
adopting a single approach, for example when fitting
the far-IR SED (see below, Appendix A, and the sup-
plementary material). Here we briefly summarize the
salient properties of each sample, referring the reader to
Valentino et al. (2018) and the original papers for further
details. Statistics of the data collection are reported in
Table 1.
2.1. Main sequence galaxies
This sample is composed of two main sets of obser-
vations described in Valentino et al. (2018) and Bourne
et al. (2019), plus a single object from Popping et al.
(2017).
2.1.1. The [C I](3P1 − 3P0) transition
• Valentino et al. (2018, V18): In our previous
work, we selected 50 targets mainly lying on the up-
per main sequence at z ∼ 1.1 − 1.3 in the COSMOS
field (Scoville et al. 2007), while including a subsam-
ple of starburst galaxies (i.e., > 3.5× above the main
sequence, Figure 1 in V18). The targets had available
1 Our collection refers to published material prior to May 2019, to
the best of our knowledge. Other works have been brought to our
attention after we conducted our analysis (e.g., Gullberg et al.
2016; Strandet et al. 2017; Lelli et al. 2018; Man et al. 2019).
These and further results will be included in future versions of
this database.
4 Valentino et al.
Table 1. Statistics of the data compilation.
Reference [C I](3P1 − 3P0) [C I](3P2 − 3P1) Jupper < 3 3 ≤ Jupper ≤ 6 Jupper ≥ 7
High-redshift main sequence galaxies
This work, Valentino et al. (2018) 20 (3) 7 (0) 11 (0) 19 (0) 7 (0)
Bourne et al. (2019) 6 (4) · · · · · · 4 (5) · · ·
Popping et al. (2017); Talia et al. (2018) 1 (0) · · · · · · 1 (0) · · ·
Total 27 (7) 7 (0) 11 (0) 24 (5) 7 (0)
Local IR-luminous galaxies
Liu et al. (2015); Kamenetzky et al. (2016)† 32 (114) 126 (20) 29 (0) 56 (90) 104 (42)
High-redshift SMGs and QSOs
Walter et al. (2011); Alaghband-Zadeh et al. (2013);
17 (4) 11 (7) · · · 22 (0) 12 (1)
Cortzen et al. (submitted)
Bothwell et al. (2017) 9 (4) · · · 9 (0) 13 (0) · · ·
Can˜ameras et al. (2018); Nesvadba et al. (2018);
7 (0) 8 (0) 5 (0) 11 (0) 10 (0)
Harrington et al. (2018)
Yang et al. (2017); Andreani et al. (2018) · · · 7 (4) · · · 11 (0) 10 (1)
Dannerbauer et al. (2019) 1 (0) · · · 1 (0) 1 (0) · · ·
Jin et al. (2019) 1 (0) · · · · · · 1 (0) · · ·
Total 35 (8) 26 (11) 15 (0) 59 (0) 32 (1)
Note—Line coverage: 3σ detections (upper limits).
†: The mid- and high-J CO measurements refer only to the CO (4− 3) and CO (7− 6) that we investigated here. See Liu et al. (2015)
for results concerning the remaining CO transitions.
stellar mass estimates (Muzzin et al. 2013; Laigle et al.
2016), a spectroscopic confirmation from the COSMOS
master catalog (M. Salvato et al. in preparation.), and
a Herschel/PACS 100 µm and/or 160 µm 3σ detection
in the PEP catalog (Lutz et al. 2011). These galax-
ies were followed up in ALMA Band 6 during Cycle 4
(Project ID: 2016.1.01040.S, PI: F. Valentino), covering
[C I](3P1 − 3P0) and, for part of the sample, CO (4−3).
The ALMA campaign resulted in a secure determination
of 18 detections and 3 upper limits on [C I](3P1 − 3P0)
down to an average rms per beam of ∼ 0.15 Jy km s−1
for a line width of 400 km s−1. We computed the up-
per limits as I < 3 × rmsch
√
∆V dv, where rmsch is
the average noise per channel over the velocity range
∆V of other securely detected lines for each individ-
ual source, and dv is the velocity bin size in km s−1
(see, e.g., Eq. 7 of Bothwell et al. 2013). Here we
add two extra sources from that sample with secure
[C I](3P1 − 3P0) detections, but excluded from V18 be-
cause of the absence of a second sub-mm transition to
confirm the redshift, now granted by [C I](3P2 − 3P1)
and CO (7 − 6) (Section 2.1.2). Furthermore, all 14
galaxies with CO (4 − 3) coverage have been detected
during the same runs. Moreover, 15 and 11 galaxies
have CO (5−4) and CO (2−1) detections as part of inde-
pendent ALMA programs (Project IDs: 2015.1.00260.S,
2016.1.00171.S, PI: Daddi; E. Daddi et al. 2019, in
preparation). A large fraction of this sample (19/23) is
also detected in the 1.1 and/or 3 mm continuum emis-
sion. We modeled the latter together with the whole
far-IR SEDs listed in the “super-deblended” COSMOS
catalog (Jin et al. 2018) following the prescriptions of
Magdis et al. (2012b). We adopted the expanded Draine
& Li (2007) models and incorporated the AGN tem-
plates by Mullaney et al. (2011) to derive and subtract
the contribution of dusty tori to the integrated 8-1000
µm IR luminosity, LIR, for every source in the sample.
Moreover, we flag as “AGN” objects with at least a 1/3
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contribution to the total LIR from an active nucleus,
whose LIR,AGN is detected with S/N > 10. We cross-
checked this selection against the IRAC color criterion
by Donley et al. (2012), retrieving consistent results.
We note that our decomposition is sensitive to the cov-
erage of the mid-IR wavelength regime and that it is
effective to retrieve relatively bright AGN. We further
remark that the detection of a millimeter continuum in
the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the dust emission is critical
for a secure determination of the dust mass (e.g., Magdis
et al. 2012b; Scoville et al. 2014). Finally, we estimated a
luminosity-weighted dust temperature, Tdust, by fitting
a modified black body model (MBB) to the SED. We
report the line measurements for this sample in Table 2.
• Bourne et al. (2019) presented a set of 10 main
sequence galaxies, selected from the Ultra Deep Survey
(UDS) and in the COSMOS fields based on a SCUBA2
450 µm detection in the SCUBA2 Cosmology Legacy
Survey (S2CLS; Geach et al. 2017). The sample cov-
ers the redshift range z ∼ 0.9 − 1.3 as determined
by the available Hubble Space Telescope/WFC3 G141
grism spectroscopy (Momcheva et al. 2016). All galax-
ies have a stellar mass determination (Skelton et al.
2014) and they have been followed up in ALMA band
6 during Cycle 4 and 5 (Project IDs: 2016.1.01184.S
and 2017.A.00013.S PI: N. Bourne). The observations
resulted in the detection of [C I](3P1 − 3P0) at > 3σ in
6/10 galaxies, a marginal measurement at 2 < σ < 3 in
3/10 and an upper limit on 1/10 sources. CO (4 − 3)
measurements at > 4σ are reported for 4/9 galaxies
with proper physical coverage, along with 2/9 marginal
detections at 2 < σ < 3, and 3 upper limits. Con-
tinuum emission at ∼ 1.1 mm is detected for 7/10
galaxies. In order to avoid systematics on LIR and the
dust mass, Mdust, purely due to modeling, we refitted
the deblended far-IR SED (Bourne et al. 2017, 2019)
using the same prescriptions reported in the previous
paragraph. This resulted in ∼ 0.2 dex larger Mdust and
< 0.1 dex larger LIR than originally listed in Bourne
et al. (2019), consistently with well known systematics
(Magdis et al. 2012b, V18).
• Popping et al. (2017); Talia et al. (2018): Fi-
nally, we included the compact main sequence galaxy
GS30274 at z = 2.225 reported in Popping et al. (2017)
and subsequently followed up by Talia et al. (2018).
This object has been selected in GOODS-South fol-
lowing criteria comparable with the ones in V18 (spec-
troscopic confirmation, detection in Herschel/PACS
and SPIRE), but further requiring “compactness” (van
Dokkum et al. 2015). This extra criterion results in
starburst-like behavior of some properties (Popping
et al. 2017; Go´mez-Guijarro et al. 2019), which put this
object in a likely transitioning phase. GS30274 has been
followed up in ALMA Bands 3 and 4 in Cycle 3 (Project
ID: 2015.1.00228.S, PI: G. Popping), resulting in > 10σ
detections of [C I](3P1 − 3P0) CO (3−2), and CO (4−3),
along with a > 6σ continuum emission at 2 mm. Talia
et al. (2018) further reported Band 3 and 6 observa-
tions (Project ID: 2015.1.01379.S, PI: P. Cassata) and a
> 9σ detection of CO(6-5) and the underlying 1.4 mm
continuum at > 5.5σ significance. Also in this case, we
refit the SED following Magdis et al. (2012b), retrieving
a ∼ 25% AGN contribution to LIR, consistent with the
observed red IRAC colors (Donley et al. 2012) and the
results in Talia et al. (2018). Correcting for the effect
of the dusty torus, we find a 7% lower LIR and a 2×
larger Mdust than in Popping et al. (2017).
Altogether, we compiled 27 main sequence galaxies at
z ∼ 0.9 − 2.2 detected at > 3σ in [C I](3P1 − 3P0),
plus 7 marginal detections or upper limits. Moreover,
24/34 sources have at least one detection of a mid-J CO
transition (Jupper = 3−5), the rest of the sample having
marginal measurements or upper limit on CO (4 − 3)
(5/34), CO (5 − 4) (5/34) or not being covered at the
relevant frequency ranges (1/34).
2.1.2. The [C I](3P2 − 3P1) transition
During ALMA Cycle 6, we collected Band 7 ob-
servations for a set of 7 galaxies extracted from the
sample in V18 (Project ID: 2018.1.00635.S, PI: F.
Valentino). We selected the targets based on a secure
[C I](3P1 − 3P0) detection, the simultaneous observabil-
ity of [C I](3P2 − 3P1) and CO (7 − 6), the availability
of alternative line emissions (CO (5 − 4)+CO (2 − 1)
for 2/7 objects, CO (5 − 4) only for 1/7), and a well
constrained IR SED, allowing us to derive dust masses
and total LIR (Section 2.1.1). We selected 5 typical
main sequence galaxies, 1 starburst, and 1 AGN. We
targeted the [C I](3P2 − 3P1) and CO (7−6) lines within
contiguous spectral windows of 1.875 GHz and with a
spectral resolution of 7.8 MHz (∼ 7 km s−1), enough to
spectrally resolve the emission lines. Five out of 7 tar-
gets were observed for the full proposed integration, the
remaining being imaged for 75% of the initial request,
resulting in a higher rms (# 35349 and 208273 in Table
3). Data were collected in the C43-1 configuration for
a final synthesized beam of ∼ 0.9”. We resolved the
emission of every source, ensuring minimal flux losses
with Gaussian extractions (Appendix B, Coogan et al.
2018; Puglisi et al. 2019). The data were reduced with a
combination of the standard pipeline with CASA (Mc-
Mullin et al. 2007) and a series of customized scripts
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Table 3. ALMA Band 7 observations of main-sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1.2.
ID L′
[C I]3P2− 3P1 L
′
CO(7−6) I[C I]3P2− 3P1 ICO(7−6) S850
1010 K km s−1 pc2 1010 K km s−1 pc2 Jy km s−1 Jy km s−1 mJy
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
18538 0.11± 0.01 0.10± 0.01 0.63± 0.07 0.57± 0.07 1.20± 0.08
19021 0.25± 0.03 0.28± 0.02 1.45± 0.16 1.62± 0.14 2.38± 0.10
35349 0.09± 0.01 0.07± 0.01 0.53± 0.09 0.40± 0.07 1.86± 0.06
188090 0.38± 0.06 0.31± 0.06 2.29± 0.35 1.90± 0.35 3.50± 0.15
192337 0.14± 0.02 0.13± 0.02 0.80± 0.10 0.73± 0.11 1.16± 0.05
208273 0.09± 0.01 0.07± 0.01 0.54± 0.07 0.41± 0.07 0.71± 0.04
256703 0.15± 0.01 0.09± 0.01 0.87± 0.09 0.51± 0.08 1.16± 0.05
Note—See Table 2 for additional available transitions. Column 1: ID. Columns 2 and 3:
galaxy-integrated L′
[C I]3P2− 3P1 and L
′
CO(7−6) luminosities. Columns 4 and 5: velocity inte-
grated [C I](3P2 − 3P1) and CO (7− 6) fluxes. Column 6: continuum emission flux density at
850 µm.
(The data are available in the .fits files described in Table 6.)
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with GILDAS2 (Guilloteau & Lucas 2000), following
the procedure described in V18 and Daddi et al. (2015).
We consistently extracted 1D spectra for all the avail-
able lines, centering on the brightest peaks among all
the transitions available. We scanned the 1D spec-
tra and integrated the line fluxes over the number of
channels maximizing the S/N ratio of each candidate
line emission. These line fluxes were then increased
by 10% to account for emission in extended wings as
found by modeling the spectra with single or double
Gaussian peaks. We performed such modeling using the
χ2-minimization algorithm MPFIT (Markwardt 2009)
and using both single and double Gaussians with con-
stant velocity widths. In 6/7 cases the line emission
are well fitted by double-peaked [C I](3P2 − 3P1) and
CO (7 − 6) profiles. This resulted in a 100% detection
rate of both transitions at & 6σ. We measured line
ratios by fixing the redshifts and line widths to the
values for the highest S/N transitions among the ones
available for each source, with the exception of #35349,
for which the [C I](3P2 − 3P1) and CO (7− 6) lines are
wider than [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and CO (2 − 1). For the
vast majority of our sources, the estimates are fully
consistent with the ones reported in V18. In a few cases
(notably #188090 and #35349) the results significantly
varied based on the new [C I](3P2 − 3P1) and CO (7−6)
broad line detections. We concurrently measured the
continuum emission at observed ∼ 850 µm over 7.5
GHz assuming an intrinsic slope of ν = 3.7 (β = 1.7),
excluding the channels covered by the emission lines.
We detected significant continuum emission at 15− 30σ
in 7/7 sources.
All the line measurements and the underlying 850 µm
continuum emission are reported in Table 3.
2.2. Local galaxies
• Liu et al. (2015): This sample is composed of
galaxies from a compilation of Herschel/Fourier Trans-
form Spectrometer (FTS) observations in the Herschel
Science Archive of local galaxies. We retrieve 32 (126)
objects with a [C I](3P1 − 3P0) ([C I](3P2 − 3P1)) de-
tection at > 3σ. All 32 sources with a [C I](3P1 − 3P0)
measurement are detected in [C I](3P2 − 3P1). Multiple
Jupper > 4 CO lines are generally available (Liu et al.
2015). In particular, 31/32 sources with [C I](3P1 − 3P0)
and 105/126 objects with [C I](3P2 − 3P1) have cover-
age of the CO (4 − 3) line (55 detections). All sources
have coverage of CO (7−6) (104 detections). For consis-
2 http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
tency, we checked our beam flux measurements against
the independent analysis of Kamenetzky et al. (2016)
and Israel et al. (2015), recovering consistent results for
the sources in common among these samples. We cor-
rected the LFIR(40− 400µm) luminosities from IRAS
Sanders et al. (2003) to LIR by multiplying by a factor
of 1.2×. This average correction was checked against
full SED modeling for a subset of galaxies from the
Great Observatories All-Sky LIRGs Survey (GOALS;
Armus et al. 2009). For such subsample, we further es-
timated the dust temperature Tdust by fitting an MBB
model as for the main sequence galaxies. As described
in V18, we beam-matched the line luminosities to LIR
based on Herschel/PACS photometry. Therefore, the
values adopted in our analysis refer to the total, galaxy-
integrated quantities. We further include and beam-
match the observations of low-J CO transitions from
Kamenetzky et al. (2016). We finally checked for signa-
tures of galaxy nuclear activity by cross-matching our
sample with the catalog by Ve´ron-Cetty & Ve´ron (2010),
retrieving 12/32 and 43/126 galaxies that we therefore
flag as “active”. Given the observed luminosities and
properties, the local galaxy sample is representative of
the starbursting population, rather than typical low-
redshift spirals (V18).
2.3. High-redshift Submillimeter Galaxies and Quasars
We collected information about recent observations of
the [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and/or [C I](3P2 − 3P1) transitions
in high-redshift SMGs and QSOs. For these objects,
we retrieved the original far-IR to sub-mm SED and
refitted it following the same procedure and adopting
the identical models as for the main sequence galaxies
in V18 described in the previous section. As noted in
that paper, this general results in ∼ 1.5× larger 8-1000
µm LIR and up to 10× larger Mdust than the widely
adopted MBB law (e.g., Blain et al. 2003; Magdis et al.
2012b; Dale et al. 2012; Bianchi 2013). The difference
is larger for sources particularly bright in the mid-IR
(e.g., AGN/QSOs), where the difference between the
MBB and the Draine & Li (2007) models is maximal.
For the same reason, the more divergent the integration
limits of the “far-IR” luminosities (LFIR, 40-120 or 40-
400 µm, depending on the convention) from the total
LIR (8-1000 µm), the greater the correction to apply.
These differences are well known and entirely due to
the adopted models and their parameters (effective dust
emissivity index β, dust mass absorption coefficient κ,
peak temperature; Magdis et al. 2012b). Only by cor-
recting for these systematic deviations, we can safely
compare the relative behavior of the various galaxy
populations. We also notice that the vast majority of
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galaxies in this sample does not have an estimate of
the stellar mass and we cannot canonically define them
as main sequence or starburst galaxies. However, their
observed ISM conditions, gas and SFR densities, and
SFEs generally distinguish SMGs from main galaxies,
and we will thus consider them as starbursts as in our
previous analysis (V18).
Altogether we collected information about 60 SMGs at
z ∼ 2 − 5, 35/60 detected in [C I](3P1 − 3P0) (8/60
upper limits) and 26/60 detected in [C I](3P2 − 3P1)
(11/60 upper limits, Table 1). Moreover, 59/60 sources
have at least one detection of a mid-J CO transition
(Jupper = 3 − 5) and 21/60 are detected in CO (7 − 6)
(4/60 upper limits).
• Walter et al. (2011), Alaghband-Zadeh et al.
(2013): These authors targeted or collected informa-
tion on typical 850 µm selected SMGs at z ∼ 2.5−4, in-
cluding a high-redshift tail of widely known and studied
QSOs. Half of the sample is gravitationally magnified
up to ∼ 30× and 30% is contaminated or dominated
by the emission of dusty tori surrounding the central
supermassive black hole. Out of 23 galaxies, 17 are de-
tected in [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and 11 in [C I](3P2 − 3P1) (10
galaxies have both lines available). Moreover, 4/23 and
7/23 objects have upper limits on [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and
[C I](3P2 − 3P1), respectively. We notably substituted
the old upper limits on the [C I] transitions in GN20 at
z = 4.055 (Daddi et al. 2009; Casey et al. 2009) with
the recent detections with the NOEMA interferometer
(Cortzen et al., submitted). The vast majority of the
sample (22/23) has a secure detection of CO (4 − 3) or
CO (3−2) (5/23 galaxies have both line fluxes available).
Moreover, 12/23 objects have a detection of CO (7− 6)
(1/23 upper limits). Sixty-five percent of these galaxies
have interferometric observations.
• Bothwell et al. (2017): This sample comprises 13
strongly lensed systems (µmagn ∼ 3− 30×) found in the
1.4 mm blank-field survey with the South Pole Telescope
(SPT; Vieira et al. 2010; Weiß et al. 2013), spectroscop-
ically confirmed to lie at z = 3.3 − 4.8 by multiple line
transitions, including both high- and low-J CO transi-
tions (Weiß et al. 2013; Aravena et al. 2016) and ionized
carbon emission [C II] (Gullberg et al. 2015). Bothwell
et al. (2017) reports [C I](3P1 − 3P0) ALMA detections
at > 3σ significance for 9/13 galaxies. No coverage of
the [C I](3P2 − 3P1) line is available. Our SED modeling
identifies only 1/13 source with a significant contribu-
tion (fAGN ∼ 70%) of the central AGN to the total LIR.
• Can˜ameras et al. (2018); Nesvadba et al.
(2018): These authors report IRAM/EMIR single-dish
observations of [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and/or [C I](3P2 − 3P1)
in a subsample of 11 galaxies from the Planck ’s
dusty Gravitationally Enhanced subMillimetre Sources
(GEMS; Can˜ameras et al. 2015). These objects have
been initially selected as the brightest among the iso-
lated, compact sources with the reddest 350 − 550 µm
and 550 − 850 µm Planck colors and subsequently fol-
lowed up with multiple facilities that sampled their
far-IR / sub-mm SED and confirmed their redshift
with several line transitions (z = 2.2 − 3.5, including
CO (1 − 0) from Harrington et al. 2018). The mag-
nification factor is generally well constrained both for
the continuum and the line emission, spanning a range
of µmagn = 7 − 30×. When necessary, in the analy-
sis we adopted separate µdust and µgas to correct the
continuum emission and its derived properties (e.g.,
LIR, Mdust) and the line luminosities (from Table 1 of
Can˜ameras et al. 2018). All 7/11 and 8/11 galaxies
with [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and [C I](3P2 − 3P1) coverage, re-
spectively, are securely detected (Nesvadba et al. 2018).
Four out of 11 sources have both transitions available.
Our SED modeling confirms the lesser AGN contribu-
tion to the total LIR reported in Can˜ameras et al. (2015)
(max(fAGN) ∼ 30% for 3/11 galaxies, negligible for the
rest of the sample).
• Dannerbauer et al. (2019): Dubbed the “Cosmic
Eyebrow” in analogy with the prototypical strongly
lensed SMG “Cosmic Eyelash” (Ivison et al. 2010;
Danielson et al. 2011), this source has been selected
by cross-matching the AllWISE and the Planck full-
sky compact source catalogs (Dı´az-Sa´nchez et al. 2017).
The red WISE colors and ultrabright emission de-
tected by Planck and SCUBA2 (Jones 2015) have
been recently confirmed to arise from two lensed galax-
ies at z = 2.04 by Dannerbauer et al. (2019), who
report [C I](3P1 − 3P0), CO (4 − 3), CO (3 − 2), and
CO (1−0) fluxes measured with NOEMA, IRAM/EMIR
and GBT, respectively. The NOEMA observations spa-
tially resolve the CO (3− 2) emission from the A and B
components and allow for the deblending of the far-IR
emission, assuming an average observed (i.e., magni-
fied) luminosity ratio of 2.8× between the two galaxies.
We have assumed this value in order to split the global
properties that we derived from the SED modeling
(e.g., LIR,tot = µALA + µBLB = (1 + 1/2.8)µALA, with
µA = 11 ± 2 and µB = 15 ± 3). Here we consider only
the component A, to which the [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and
CO (4− 3) line emissions are associated.
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Figure 1. [C I], CO, and LIR planes. Left : L[C I]3P1 − 3P0/LIR – L[C I]3P1 − 3P0/LCO(4−3). Right: L[C I]3P2 − 3P1/LIR –
L[C I]3P2 − 3P1/LCO(7−6). The luminosities are in L. Red solid circles: main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1 (this work, V18, Bourne
et al. 2019; red empty circles: sources with caveats from the latter) and z = 2.225 (Popping et al. 2017); empty black squares:
starbursts at z ∼ 1.2 (V18); empty orange circles: local FTS sample of star-forming galaxies (Liu et al. 2015; Kamenetzky et al.
2016); empty gray circles: local FTS sample with AGN signatures (Liu et al. 2015; Kamenetzky et al. 2016; Ve´ron-Cetty &
Ve´ron 2010); dark red solid stars: z ∼ 2− 4 SMGs (Walter et al. 2011; Alaghband-Zadeh et al. 2013; Bothwell et al. 2017; Yang
et al. 2017; Andreani et al. 2018; Can˜ameras et al. 2018; Nesvadba et al. 2018; Dannerbauer et al. 2019; Jin et al. 2019). Gray
symbols indicate QSO/AGN-contaminated galaxies. Arrows mark 3σ limits. When not available, we derived CO (4 − 3) from
CO (5− 4) or CO (3− 2) by applying average corrections for each individual sample (Section 3.1). The blue and red solid lines
indicate the tracks of constant density n [cm−3] and intensity of the UV radiation field UUV [Habing units,G0] from the PDR
models by Kaufman et al. (1999).
• Yang et al. (2017); Andreani et al. (2018):
These authors report [C I](3P2 − 3P1) measurements
for 11 galaxies drawn from a subsample of SMGs from
the Herschel -Astrophysical Terahertz Large Area Sur-
vey (H -ATLAS; Eales et al. 2010). The sources have
been selected based on their bright Herschel/SPIRE
500 µm fluxes (S500 > 100 mJy), a suitable threshold
to identify strongly lensed dusty systems (e.g., Negrello
et al. 2010). The redshift confirmation at z = 2 − 3.5
mainly came from CO (1 − 0) (Harris et al. 2012),
followed by NOEMA, ALMA, and APEX/SEPIA 5
campaigns detecting several sub-mm transitions, in-
cluding both molecular and atomic species (CO, H2O,
and [C I](3P2 − 3P1) Yang et al. 2017; Andreani et al.
2018). For our analysis, when available we adopted the
photometry in Zhang et al. (2018) and the magnifica-
tion factors mainly derived from 880 µm observations
(Bussmann et al. 2013). When not available, we used
the photometry in Yang et al. (2017). In total, we re-
trieve 7 detections at > 3σ, 2 marginal detections and
2 upper limits on [C I](3P2 − 3P1). No coverage of the
[C I](3P1 − 3P0) line is available for these sources. All
11 galaxies have at least one detection in CO (4 − 3),
CO (5− 4), or CO (7− 6).
• Jin et al. (2019): We include the SMG at z = 3.623
(ID:85001674) with [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and CO (4− 3) de-
tections in ALMA Band 3 (Project ID: 2017.1.00373.S,
PI: S. Jin). This and a handful of other sources were se-
lected as residuals in the COSMOS/SCUBA2 850 µm
map, after the subtraction of known bright sources
(Geach et al. 2017). Here we adopted their “intrin-
sic” quantities obtained including the effect of the CMB.
Notice that the authors rely on a MBB law, since the
CMB effect cannot currently be included in Draine & Li
(2007) models. However, the final quantities have been
corrected to total values to match the same conventions
we adopt here. The results do not change using the
“observed” values (see Table 3 in Jin et al. 2019).
3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
3.1. [C I] and mid-/high-J CO line ratios
In V18 we showed that the [C I](3P1 − 3P0)/low-
J CO luminosity ratio (Jupper = 1 − 2) is constant
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Figure 2. [C I](3P2 − 3P1)/[C I](3P1 − 3P0) line ratio in galaxies. Left: L′[C I]3P2 − 3P1/L
′
[C I]3P1 − 3P0 ratio as a function
of the total LIR. Symbols and colors indicate galaxies as in Figure 1, when both [C I](
3P1 − 3P0) and [C I](3P2 − 3P1)
detections are available. The blue ticks show the excitation temperature Texc corresponding to the L
′
[C I]3P2 − 3P1/L
′
[C I]3P1 − 3P0
ratio on the Y-axis, assuming a local thermal equilibrium and optically thin [C I] lines. Center: [C I] line ratio as a function
of L′CO(7−6)/L
′
CO(1−0). Right: the excitation temperature Texc as a function of the dust temperature from SED fitting with a
single-component, optically thin modified black body model. The filled small orange circles show the resolved mapping from
Jiao et al. (2019b), with Tdust from Herschel colors. The dashed black line shows the one-to-one relation. For clarity, we do not
show the lower limits on the [C I] line ratios and on Texc for the local sample.
over z = 0 − 4 and irrespectively of the galaxy type,
suggesting that [C I] and CO are well correlated on
global scales. This extended previous findings for local
nuclear starbursts (e.g., Gerin & Phillips 2000; Jiao
et al. 2017, now confirmed on sub-galactic scales, Jiao
et al. 2019a) and high-redshift SMGs (Yang et al. 2017)
to the bulk of main sequence galaxies. Here we fo-
cus on the comparison between [C I] and mid-/high-J
CO emission (Jupper = 3 − 7), the latter expected to
arise from warmer and denser molecular phases. Fig-
ure 1 shows L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LCO(4−3) as a function of
L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LIR and L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LCO(7−6) against
L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LIR. The luminosities are all expressed in
L. The choice of these line ratios is dictated by the
close rest-frame frequencies of these [C I]-CO couples,
which make them often observed simultaneously. The
use of line ratios mitigate the consequences of lensing,
but a differential effect can still affect the emission aris-
ing from distinct ISM phases. We refer the reader to the
original works for a detailed description of differential
lensing on high-redshift sub-mm galaxies. On the con-
trary, this is not a concern for local and main sequence
galaxies. Since some galaxies do not have direct observa-
tions of the CO (4− 3) line available, but were observed
in a adjacent transition, we used the following line ratios
to correct to CO (4− 3): LCO(3−2)/LCO(4−3)= 0.57 and
LCO(5−4)/LCO(4−3)= 1.36 for a total of 9 high-redshift
SMGs and LCO(5−4)/LCO(4−3)= 0.92 for 5 main se-
quence galaxies. These factors are the observed average
values for galaxies in each sample with both CO lines
available. The results do not change adopting median
corrections. The slight difference in LCO(5−4)/LCO(4−3)
for SMGs and main sequence galaxies might suggest a
different slope of the CO SLED (e.g., Daddi et al. 2015),
but it is not significant at this stage. No correction was
applied to L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LCO(7−6).
In both panels we find a gradient of observ-
ables across the populations. High-redshift SMGs
appear to have lower L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LCO(4−3) and
L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LCO(7−6) ratios than the main sequence
and local LIRGs. A similar trend is appreciable for
L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LIR and L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LIR, as commented
in V18. We quantify the differences in the luminosity
ratio parent distributions by running the set of non-
parametric two-sample tests from the twosampt task
in the IRAF/STSDAS package (Feigelson & Nelson
1985), including the censored data, generally in the
form of upper limits on the [C I] luminosities. A notable
exception is a substantial number of lower limits (21
galaxies) on the L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LCO(7−6) ratios for the
sample of local LIRGs without AGN signatures. Since
doubly censored data are not allowed by the two sample
tests, we separately ran the latter on the population of
lower and upper limits. This suite of tests includes the
logrank, the Gehan, Peto & Peto, and Peto & Prentice
Generalized Wilcoxon tests. Moreover, Table 4 reports
the mean and its uncertainties for each sample using the
Kaplan & Meier (1958) estimator. We exclude galaxies
with a substantial contribution to the IR emission and,
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potentially, to the line excitation from AGN/QSOs,
since we cannot securely disentangle the contribution
to the dust emission heated by star formation from the
SED modeling. We show the position of such galaxies
in the plots, but their properties are driven by the large
LIR ensuing the emission from dusty tori in the mid-IR
(V18).
The probability that the observed distributions of
L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LIR ratios are drawn from the same par-
ent distributions is p < 0.0001 for all the tests when
comparing the high-redshift SMGs and the main se-
quence galaxies at z ∼ 1. Similarly we retrieve
p < 0.006 when considering the SMGs and the lo-
cal galaxies, with the exception of the Peto & Pren-
tice generalized Wilcoxon test returning a p-value of
p = 0.044. We obtain marginally consistent dis-
tributions when comparing local and main sequence
galaxies at z ∼ 1 (p = 0.006 − 0.016). Turning to
L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LCO(4−3), we find evidence for different
parent distributions when comparing local and main se-
quence galaxies (p < 0.004) , but not for main sequence
objects and SMGs (p = 0.062− 0.56), nor local galaxies
and SMGs (p = 0.033 − 0.089, except for the Peto &
Prentice test returning p = 0.001). For what concerns
the distributions of the L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LIR ratios, we find
p < 0.001 for all the tests when comparing the high-
redshift SMGs and the local galaxies. Similarly, we
find p < 0.002 when comparing main sequence objects
at z ∼ 1 and SMGs, with the exception of the Peto &
Prentice test (p = 0.014). On the contrary, the local and
main sequence galaxies are consistent with being drawn
from the same parent distributions (p = 0.03 − 0.49),
the p-values spanning a different range when considering
separately upper and lower limits in the local sample,
but still safely larger than meaningful thresholds to
reject the null hypothesis. An identical conclusion is
reached when comparing the L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LCO(7−6)
ratios (p = 0.02− 0.76 when comparing local and main
sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1; p = 0.0 − 0.021 for main
sequence and high-redshift SMGs; p < 0.002 for local
galaxies and SMGs). We stress that only a handful
of main sequence galaxies with [C I](3P2 − 3P1) and
CO (7 − 6) measurements are currently available and,
thus, these results will have to be validated with larger
samples.
The results of the tests on the [C I]/IR luminos-
ity ratios confirm what we found in the less nu-
merous sample of V18: the local starbursts and
z ∼ 1 main sequence galaxies share similar proper-
ties, while significantly differing from the high-redshift
SMGs. Here we reach similar conclusions also for the
L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LCO(7−6) ratios, pointing towards an in-
trinsic difference of the physical properties of the dense
and diffuse gas in these populations. The conclu-
sions based on L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LCO(4−3) are less clear:
our samples appear more homogeneous, as noted for
[C I](3P1 − 3P0)/CO (2 − 1) in V18. This might be
due to the CO SLEDs of the different samples being
more similar at low and mid-J transitions, while clearly
diverging at higher Jupper, where the distributions keep
rising for strongly starbursting systems, while declining
for “normal” disks (e.g., Liu et al. 2015; Daddi et al.
2015; Yang et al. 2017; Can˜ameras et al. 2018).
Since [C I], mid-/high-J CO, and LIR trace the low
density, high density gas, and the SFR, respectively, we
interpret these trends as evidence for increased dense
molecular gas fractions and higher star formation effi-
ciencies (SFE = SFR/M?) in high-redshift SMGs than
main sequence galaxies and local LIRGs. Assuming that
the SMG population is dominated by starbursting galax-
ies (i.e., several times above the main sequence at their
redshifts), this is consistent with the picture derived
from classical CO-based studies (e.g., Solomon et al.
1997; Gao & Solomon 1999, 2004; Daddi et al. 2010;
Genzel et al. 2015; Yamashita et al. 2017; Tacconi et al.
2018) and dense molecular gas tracers (e.g., HCN, Gao
et al. 2007). CO (7−6) is arguably a better tracer of the
dense molecular gas than mid-J (Jupper = 3 − 5) and,
thus, the separation of the various populations in the
right panel of Figure 1 is more evident (despite the gen-
eral caveat of possible contributions of XDR, Meijerink
et al. 2007, or shocks, Lee et al. 2019, to the high-J
CO emission). Alternatively, these panels might be un-
derstood as manifestations of the (integrated) Schmidt-
Kennicutt relation (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998a).
Again, the better separation of the various populations
in the right panel of Figure 1 derives from the tighter
correlation with LIR of CO (7−6) than CO (4−3) (Greve
et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2015; Kamenetzky et al. 2016; Lu
et al. 2015, 2017). CO (7 − 6) shows in fact the tight-
est correlation with LIR among the CO transitions, at
least in the local universe (e.g., Lu et al. 2015; Liu et al.
2015).
3.2. [C I] line ratios and gas temperature
Given its simple three-level structure, the [C I](3P2 −
3P1)/[C I](
3P1 − 3P0) line ratio can serve as a mea-
surement of the gas kinetic temperature (see Pa-
padopoulos et al. 2004 for a full derivation). Un-
der the assumption of local thermal equilibrium,
the kinetic temperature equals the excitation tem-
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Table 4. Mean line luminosity ratios.
log(L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LIR) log(L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LCO(4−3)) Detections/Censored
Local galaxies −5.075± 0.043 −0.390± 0.027 19/18
Main sequence z ∼ 1 −4.908± 0.044† −0.243± 0.064† 21/3
SMGs z ∼ 2− 4 −5.336± 0.060† −0.348± 0.032† 29/7
log(L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LIR) log(L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LCO(7−6))
Local galaxies (upper) −4.792± 0.025 −0.011± 0.020 62/5
Local galaxies (lower) −4.707± 0.025 0.108± 0.027† 62/21
Main sequence z ∼ 1 −4.612± 0.078 0.114± 0.031 5/0
SMGs z ∼ 2− 4 −5.084± 0.050 −0.193± 0.044 21/3
L′
[C I]3P2− 3P1/L
′
[C I]3P1− 3P0
Local galaxies 0.437± 0.028 20/0
Main sequence z ∼ 1 0.465± 0.057 4/0
SMGs z ∼ 2− 4 0.476± 0.057 10/3
Note— †: The mean value is formally biased, since the lowest value is an upper limit.
perature Texc/K = 38.8/ln(2.11/R), where R =
L′
[C I]3P2− 3P1/L
′
[C I]3P1− 3P0 , which further requires the
lines to be optically thin (Schneider et al. 2003; Weiß
et al. 2003; Walter et al. 2011).
We show in Figure 2 the available galaxies with both
[C I] lines. The observed L′
[C I]3P2− 3P1/L
′
[C I]3P1− 3P0
ratios of the local, main sequence at z ∼ 1 and high-
redshift SMG samples are fully consistent (Table 4)
and we do not find any significant correlation with LIR.
Notice that we considered only the detections of both
[C I] lines for the local sample, since the large number
of upper limits on [C I](3P1 − 3P0) does not affect the
mean value reported here. We further excluded # 35349
from the sample of main sequence galaxies, given the
mismatch of the two [C I] line profiles. Converting the
line ratios into temperatures, we find a mean tempera-
ture of 〈Texc〉 = 25.6± 1.0 K for the whole compilation,
including upper limits. Nevertheless, the scatter of the
measurements is substantial: we find an interquartile
range of ∆Texc = 8.0 K centered on a median value of
Texc = 25.1 K. These values are consistent with our esti-
mates in V18 and with previous measurements reported
for individual subsamples (〈Texc〉 = 29.1±6.3 K, Walter
et al. 2011; Texc = 21 − 57 K, Nesvadba et al. 2018).
Note that we excluded the objects contaminated by
AGN/QSOs from this calculation. The mean tempera-
ture value is slightly lower than the commonly adopted
Texc = 30 K (e.g., Alaghband-Zadeh et al. 2013; Both-
well et al. 2017). While this has a minor impact on the
calculation of [C I] masses from [C I](3P1 − 3P0), lower
temperatures affect such estimates using [C I](3P2− 3P1)
as a tracer (e.g., Figure 2 in Weiß et al. 2005).
We further compared the excitation temperature Texc
(∝ L′
[C I]3P2− 3P1/L
′
[C I]3P1− 3P0) with the luminosity-
weighted dust temperature Tdust from the modeling of
the SED with a single-component, optically thin mod-
ified black body curve (Figure 2). We chose this sim-
ple parametrization to facilitate the comparison with
literature data. However, similar conclusions can be
drawn when comparing Texc with the mean intensity
of the radiation field 〈U〉 from the multi-component
Draine & Li (2007) models, an alternative tracer of
the dust heating correlated with a mass-weighted Tdust
(〈U〉 = (Tdust[K]/18.9)6.04, Magdis et al. 2017; Schreiber
et al. 2018). The dust temperature is frequently as-
sumed as a proxy for Texc and the gas temperature,
absent a direct estimate, and Tdust = Tkin = Texc under
perfect LTE, owing to the efficient dust and gas cou-
pling (Carilli & Walter 2013; da Cunha et al. 2013).
Here we identify a mild correlation between Texc and
Tdust only for the galaxy-integrated emission from local
objetcs with secure [C I] line detections (ρ = 0.47, 0.62,
and 0.63 Kendall, Spearman, and Pearson’s correlation
coefficients, respectively), in agreement with previous
results, holding down to sub-galactic scales (Jiao et al.
2017, 2019a). However, applying a generalized Kendall’s
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tau correlation coefficient to include the lower limits on
Texc with the task bhkmethod in IRAF (Feigelson &
Nelson 1985), we find significant probabilities that Texc
and Tdust are not correlated (p = 0.3071). Similarly,
at this stage there are no hints of a strong correlation
between Texc and Tdust for the high-redshift galaxies
taken alone, nor for the compilation as a whole, with
similar probabilities from the generalized Kendall’s tau
test or even considering detections only. However, as
clear from Figure 2, this result might stem from the rel-
atively sparse high-redshift sample and its low number
statistics. Notice that in the vast majority of the cases,
we find Texc < Tdust.
On the contrary, a mild correlation is
present when comparing L′CO(7−6)/L
′
CO(1−0) and
L′
[C I]3P2− 3P1/L
′
[C I]3P1− 3P0 (p = 0.0089 probability that
the two ratios do not correlate from the generalized
Kendall’s tau test; ρ = 0.39, 0.52, and 0.57 Kendall,
Pearson, and Spearman’s correlation coefficients, re-
spectively, considering only the detections, Figure 2).
When not directly measured, for a handful of SMGs
we estimated L′CO(1−0) by converting L
′
CO(3−2) lumi-
nosities following Bothwell et al. (2013). No usable
low-J CO transitions are available for our sample of
main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1 with coverage of both
[C I] lines, excluded the aforementioned #35349. The
observed correlation suggests that the CO and [C I] ex-
citation conditions are related and, by extension, that
the temperature traced by [C I] increases for steeper CO
SLEDs.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. A view on the ISM: modeling of the
photodissociation regions
We now attempt to provide further insight into the
physical conditions of the ISM in galaxies by modeling
the [C I], CO, and IR emission following the classical
recipes for photodissociation regions (PDRs). Here we
adopt the one-dimensional models by Kaufman et al.
(1999) in the updated version released with the Pho-
toDissociation Region Toolbox3 (PDRT; Kauf-
man et al. 2006; Pound & Wolfire 2008). The models
solve simultaneously for the chemistry, thermal balance
and radiative transfer, assuming metal, dust, and poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) abundances, and
a gas microturbulent velocity dispersion. For each com-
bination of properties, a model is described in terms of
the (number) density of H nuclei n [cm−3] and the in-
3 http://dustem.astro.umd.edu/pdrt
tensity of the incident far-ultraviolet radiation (FUV,
6 eV < hν < 13.6 eV) G0 in units of the local Galactic
interstellar field (G0 = 1.6×10−3 erg cm−2 s−1, Habing
1968). The original models cover the 10 ≤ n ≤ 107
cm−3 and 10−0.5 ≤ G0 ≤ 106.5 ranges in step of 0.25
dex. However, we rebinned the templates to a 5× finer
grid before fitting the data: this did not affect the final
best-fit estimate of the density and intensity of the radi-
ation field, but it allowed us to assess the statistical un-
certainties of the fit. We computed the latter by apply-
ing the χ2 criterion by Avni (1976), fixing ∆χ2 < 2.71
corresponding to a 90% confidence interval. We also
adopted a purely numerical approach by bootstrapping
1000 times the observed flux ratios within their errors
and using the 68%, 90%, and 95% inter-percentile ranges
as the corresponding confidence intervals. The best-fit
model results from the χ2 minimization of the line and
continuum emission ratios.
To the standard ratios available from PDRT, we
added the [C I]/IR ratios. The latter mainly depend
on G0 through the IR emission due to the dust clouds
absorbing the UV incident emission and reprocessing
it at longer wavelength. On the other hand, in stan-
dard one-dimensional PDR models, [C I] arises from the
C+/C/CO transition layer, which can be pushed deeper
into the cloud when the FUV field increases, but remain-
ing substantially unchanged, so that the column density
of C does not depend on G0 (e.g. Tielens & Hollenbach
1985; Kaufman et al. 1999; Gerin & Phillips 2000). We
computed the IR intensity map as 2× 1.3× 10−4G0 erg
cm−2 s−1 sr−1, including the contribution to the global
dust heating from of photons outside the FUV regime
and considering the finite slab geometry (Kaufman et al.
1999). An extra factor of 2× should be included when
considering the case of multiple clouds filling the beam
– as for our unresolved measurements –, being illumi-
nated from every side. In this case, the optically thin IR
emission from both the near and far side of clouds would
be visible (Kaufman et al. 1999). However, a similar
factor applies to the optically thin [C I] emission, cancel-
ing out this effect. We adopted the total IR luminosity
LIR(8-1000 µm) due to star-formation (i.e., removing
the AGN contribution) from the SED modeling as the
estimate for IR. The only exceptions are high-redshift
QSOs, where the AGN emission dominates the far-IR
SED and we could not distinguish the contribution from
star formation. We therefore used the total LIR and we
highlighted their location in the relevant plots. As noted
above, systematic deviations in the [C I]/IR ratios are
largely due to this effect (V18). Notice also that the
Draine & Li (2007) suite of templates accounts for the
independent contributions to the total emission from
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the diffuse ISM and the PDRs, but the available data
does not allow us to discriminate between these two
components. We therefore used the combined, total IR
emission for the modeling.
While G0 is constrained by [C I]/IR, a [C I]/mid- or
high-Jupper CO ratio is an effective tracer of the gas
density, being almost insensitive to G0. Therefore, the
combination of [C I]/IR and [C I]/mid- or high-Jupper
CO allows for a full determination of the PDR proper-
ties. This is clear from the nearly perpendicular tracks
in Figure 14. Notice that our grid of models is different
from the one in Alaghband-Zadeh et al. (2013) due to
the diverse approaches to map LIR into G0 (Figure 8 in
Appendix). These models were applied to the available
combinations of observed ratios. We show the n,G0
values from the modeling of L[C I]3P1− 3P0 , LCO(4−3),
and LIR in Figure 3. The median location of the local
LIRGs, main sequence galaxies, and high-redshift SMGs
are also shown in comparison with regions occupied by
local main sequence galaxies (Malhotra et al. 2001), spi-
rals and giant molecular clouds, starbursts, nuclei and
OB regions (Stacey et al. 1991), and ULIRGs (Davies
et al. 2003). The conclusions about the observed line
ratios are naturally reflected on the similar G0/n ratios
for main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1 and local LIRGs,
both lower than for SMGs. The trend is driven by the
increasing G0 (∝ (L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LIR)−1). The median
location and the distribution of the n,G0 values for
main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1 is also consistent with
the approximate boundaries for local similar samples
and spiral and GMCs, areas completely devoided of
SMGs.
Therefore, interpreting the gas and dust emission ac-
cording to photodissociation region modeling further
suggests similar ISM conditions in main sequence galax-
ies and local LIRGs, both less extreme that in high-
redshift SMGs.
4.1.1. Caveats and shortcomings of PDR modeling
The modeling presented above allows only for a sim-
ple interpretation of basic combinations of line ratios,
especially considering the lack of spatial resolution.
However, the trends identified in the previous Section
should be treated as an order of magnitude indica-
tion, since the modeling suffers from multiple limita-
tions, as previously noted by several authors who at-
tempted a similar analysis on part of the samples col-
4 The intensity ratio maps from the Kaufman et al. (1999) models
are available in .fits format in the original PDRT website.
lected here (Appendix E, Alaghband-Zadeh et al. 2013;
Bothwell et al. 2017; Can˜ameras et al. 2018, and ref-
erences therein). Here we report further evidence that
the view on the ISM offered by simple one-dimensional
modeling is likely not sufficient to capture the physi-
cal complexity of this medium. As shown in Figure
1, galaxies in the [C I](3P1 − 3P0)/CO (4 − 3)/IR and
[C I](3P2 − 3P1)/CO (7− 6)/IR planes are mapped into
different regions of the n,G0 parameter space, the for-
mer line combination returning lower densities and in-
tensities of the FUV radiation fields than the latter.
This likely reflects gas in different phases, warmer and
denser in the [C I](3P2 − 3P1)/CO (7 − 6)/IR diagram
than in [C I](3P1 − 3P0)/CO (4 − 3)/IR. The adopted
models struggle to reproduce the densest molecular gas,
given the assumption of a moderate constant attenua-
tion AV = 1.8 mag. We quantified the effect of modeling
[C I](3P1− 3P0) or [C I](3P2− 3P1) keeping CO+IR fixed
for the galaxies with both [C I] lines available. Figure 8
in Appendix shows that using [C I](3P2 − 3P1) results
in ∼ 0.5 and ∼ 0.3 dex larger n and G0 than when
adopting [C I](3P1 − 3P0) respectively, explaining most
of the shift observed in Figure 1. We similarly tested
the impact of using [C II] in lieu of LIR for a sub-sample
of the SPT-SMGs at z ∼ 4. Both these quantities are
primarily dependent on G0, so n is not affected by this
choice. Figure 8 shows that, despite the large scatter,
modeling [C II] or LIR gives consistent results. These
tests show that the larger spread of n,G0 reported when
fitting simultaneously all the available luminosity ratios
(Danielson et al. 2011; Alaghband-Zadeh et al. 2013)
likely results from the inability of a single PDR model
to capture a multi-component ISM.
4.2. Gas and dust temperatures
In Section 3.2 we reported the presence of a mild cor-
relation between the gas excitation temperature Texc
derived from the [C I] line ratio and the luminosity-
weighted dust temperature Tdust (or the mean intensity
of the radiation field 〈U〉, Figure 2) for local galaxies,
but also the lack of indications that a similarly signifi-
cant correlation is in place for the high-redshift objects,
possibly because of the sparsity of such sample. We
further found that, generally, Texc . Tdust in our com-
pilation, with a rather constant Texc across the differ-
ent populations and redshifts. If confirmed, this can
be explained considering that, in first approximation,
[C I] arises from a thin transitioning layer between CO
and [C II], being insensitive to the ambient UV radiation
field. Moreover, the fact that Texc . Tdust is consistent
with what is reported for a subsample of high-redshift
SMGs collected here (Nesvadba et al. 2018). This might
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Figure 3. Modeling of the photodissociation regions. Left : Best-fit gas density n [cm−3] and intensity of the UV radiation
field UUV [Habing units,G0] from the PDR models by Kaufman et al. (1999) on the observed [C I](
3P1 − 3P0), CO (4− 3), and
the IR estimates. Colors and symbols are as in Figure 1. The dark, red, and light solid lines mark the loci of constant G0/n
equal to the medians of the SMG, main sequence, and local galaxies, respectively. Right : Median locations of the main sequence
galaxies (red solid circle), local starbursts sample (open orange circle), and SMGs at z ∼ 2− 4 (dark red solid star) in the same
plane as in the left panel. The error bars on the median represent the 16% - 84% inter-percentile range. For reference, we show
the location of the individual main sequence galaxies (black open circles) and the SMGs (gray stars). The blue solid contours
enclose the regions occupied by local galactic nuclei/OB regions, Starbursts, and Spirals/GMCs from Stacey et al. (1991). The
yellow square indicate the position of local main sequence galaxies from Malhotra et al. (2001). The purple box shows the
location of ULIRGs from Davies et al. (2003).
Figure 4. Semi-analytical modeling of [C I](3P1 − 3P0) emission in galaxies. Left: Empty orange and gray circles
mark the local sample of starburst galaxies without and with AGN signatures The red filled triangles show the galaxies from
Gerin & Phillips (2000). Center : The red filled circles show the main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1 (red empty circles: sources
with caveats from Bourne et al. 2019). The empty black squares indicate the starbursts at z ∼ 1.2. To highlight the different
redshift, the empty purple square marks the main sequence object at z = 2.225 from Popping et al. (2017). Right: The dark
red solid stars show z ∼ 2−4 SMGs The gray solid stars indicate QSO/AGN-dominated galaxies. Arrows mark 3σ upper limits
on [C I]. In every panel, the blue solid and dotted lines indicate the fiducial model by Popping et al. (2019a) and its 16% and
84% percentiles at the average redshift of the samples.
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Figure 5. Semi-analytical modeling of [C I](3P2 − 3P1) emission in galaxies. Symbols and colors indicate galaxies as
in Figure 4, when a [C I](3P2 − 3P1) estimate is available. We did not include any upper limits for the local sample in order to
avoid crowding the panel.
Figure 6. Semi-analytical modeling of CO (4 − 3) emission in galaxies. Symbols and colors indicate galaxies as in
Figure 4, when a CO (4− 3) detection is available (no correction from other CO transition is shown here). In every panel, the
dashed red lines indicate the LIR-L
′
CO(4−3) correlation from Liu et al. (2015). In the right panel, the blue and gold lines indicate
the fiducial models from Popping et al. (2019a) and their 16% and 84% percentiles at z = 3 and z = 4, respectively. The red
dotted line indicates the Liu et al. (2015) correlation scaled by −0.3 dex as reported in the original paper for starbursts/SMGs.
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suggest that gas and dust are not in thermal equilibrium
(Can˜ameras et al. 2015; Nesvadba et al. 2018). Alter-
natively, considering a more realistic multi-phase ISM,
Tdust might be determined by a hot component domi-
nating the far-IR emission close to the peak and phys-
ically closer to the starbursting regions, while [C I] and
the cold dust extend further out, tracing the bulk of the
mass of the molecular gas (V18, Nesvadba et al. 2018).
Our findings agree with recent findings by Jiao et al.
(2019a), who retrieve a moderate Texc-Tdust correlation
in resolved maps of local galaxies (Section 3.2). We do
find Texc . Tdust for the high-redshift sample as for the
local resolved objects (Jiao et al. 2019b) and compati-
bly with the results by Bothwell et al. (2017) based on
a line modeling approach. Here we note that, while Texc
is derived in a consistent way across different papers,
Tdust is highly susceptible of strong variations due to the
available photometry and the adopted parametrization
of the IR SED. In particular, the lack of coverage of the
peak of the emission strongly affects the Tdust estimate
while classical single-temperature modified black body
curves cannot reproduce the observed mid-IR emission,
suggesting the existence of multi-component dust along
with the ISM (Draine & Li 2007; Galliano et al. 2011;
Magdis et al. 2012b; Casey et al. 2014; Schreiber et al.
2018; Liang et al. 2019). Jiao et al. (2019a) estimate
Tdust by assuming a gray body with β = 2 modeling the
rest-frame 70/160 µm ratio, a color that we cannot di-
rectly measure at high redshift. On the other hand,
we fit the whole available far-IR SED with a single-
temperature MBB leaving β free to vary and assuming
an optically thin emission, a common choice allowing
for a direct comparison with data in the literature. This
latter condition might have to be reconsidered, espe-
cially for strongly starbursting objects and SMGs. As
shown by Cortzen et al. (submitted), removing this
constraint in the SED modeling allows them to derive
Tdust = 52± 5 K for GN20, the strongest outlier in Fig-
ure 2. This is more consistent with Texc = 48
+15
−9 K from
[C I] than in the optically thin case shown in Figure 2
(Tdust = 33 ± 2 K). At the current stage, when remov-
ing the Texc  Tdust outliers, the correlation between
these two quantities in the high-redshift sample remains
weak. The possible future extension of the results on
the optical depth of GN20 to the general population of
strongly starbursting systems at high redshift (including
the role of the cosmic microwave background da Cunha
et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2016), might change this con-
clusion (e.g., Jin et al. 2019). Finally, we note that we
consistently modeled the dust emission for all galaxies
at different redshifts. If a significant evolution with time
were present, e.g., due to a metallicity change, this could
affect the current results. However, given the large stel-
lar masses and SFRs of the objects collected in this work,
metallicity is unlikely to play a major role.
4.3. Neutral atomic carbon in a cosmological galaxy
evolution context
The access to a large statistical sample of galaxies
covering wide ranges of redshifts and physical condi-
tions allows us to start exploring the role played by
neutral atomic carbon in a broader cosmological con-
text of galaxy evolution, an operation so far accessible
for a few CO transitions, dust, and increasingly for
the bright [C II] emission thanks to similarly numerous
samples coming online (e.g., Carilli & Walter 2013; Tac-
coni et al. 2018; Zanella et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019,
to mention a few recent efforts). Here we compared
the [C I] and CO line luminosities from our compila-
tion with the semi-analytical model from Popping et al.
(2019a). Briefly, the authors adopted the latest version
of the ‘Santa Cruz’ galaxy formation model (Somerville
& Primack 1999; Somerville et al. 2001; Popping et al.
2014; Somerville et al. 2015) as the input to shape the
emission of sub-mm CO, [C II], and [C I] lines (Krumholz
2014; Narayanan & Krumholz 2017). They applied vari-
ous subgrid recipes to describe the dense and diffuse gas
distribution, the density profile within molecular clouds,
the clumping of the medium, the UV and cosmic ray
fluxes regulating the ionization and chemistry of the
clouds. By combining chemical equilibrium networks
and radiative transfer models with sub-grid models,
Popping et al. (2019a) finally obtained different sets of
CO, [C II], and [C I] luminosities emerging from galaxies
and readily comparable with observations. We refer the
reader to the original paper for further details.
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the [C I](3P1 − 3P0)
[C I](3P2 − 3P1) and CO (4 − 3) luminosities of our
samples of galaxies compared with the predictions from
the fiducial model by Popping et al. (2019a). We show
the samples divided in redshifts bins and galaxy type
(local LIRGs, main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1, and
SMGs at z = 2− 4, Section 2). As in previous plots, we
also show the position of galaxies with contamination
from AGN/QSOs. For reference, in Figure 4 we display
the local galaxies from Gerin & Phillips (2000) origi-
nally reported in Popping et al. (2019a). We further
remind the reader that we corrected both the mea-
surements of the dust and line emission of the local
galaxies for the aperture correction (V18, Liu et al.
2015). Such correction is identical for LIR and the line
luminosity, therefore moving the galaxies diagonally in
the panels. Moreover, we converted the tracks originally
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expressed as a function of SFR into LIR by applying
the Kennicutt (1998b) conversion for a Chabrier (2003)
initial mass function. Popping et al. (2019a) originally
carried out the comparison with the observations by
converting the LIR to SFR following the relation in
Murphy et al. (2011). Using the latter results in 0.16
dex lower LIR for a fixed SFR than adopting Kennicutt
(1998b), not changing the substance of our results. In
every panel of Figures 4 and 5 the observed [C I] lu-
minosities appear brighter than the predictions of the
fiducial model at fixed LIR. The observations seem to
follow a steeper (shallower) trend than the model in the
LIR-L[C I]3P1− 3P0 (L[C I]3P2− 3P1) plane at z ∼ 0, while
the slope is similar at higher redshifts. Notice that
this tension would increase if a substantial fraction of
the total SFR is unobscured, reducing LIR and moving
the points towards the left. We register the minimal
discrepancy between [C I] observations and models for
the high-redshift SMGs in the LIR-L[C I]3P2− 3P1 panel
(Figure 5). On the contrary, the model successfully
reproduces the CO (4− 3) emission from local and main
sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1 (Figure 6). For reference, we
also show the best fit LIR-L
′
CO(4−3) relation from Liu
et al. (2015). This is not surprising, considering the per-
formances of the fiducial model for low- and mid-J CO
transitions already reported by Popping et al. (2019a)
for similar datasets. We draw similar conclusions for
CO (5 − 4). On the contrary, the model overpredicts
the L′CO(4−3) luminosity of high-redshift SMGs, which
we find consistent with the -0.3 dex offset to the local
relation (Liu et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2017).
The offset between the [C I] observations and the
fiducial model, not corresponding to a displacement of
the CO and [C II] measurements (Popping et al. 2019a,
and references therein), suggests that the emission of
neutral atomic carbon is not fully captured by the cur-
rent recipes. We note that the sSFRs predicted by the
Santa Cruz model do match the observed values for
the massive star-forming population at z = 0, but the
normalization of the main sequence falls below the em-
pirical estimates at z > 1. This is a well known issue, as
shown in Figure 11 from Somerville et al. (2015). Our
sample of main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1 makes no
exception: the observed median log(sSFR/yr−1) = −9
is larger than what is predicted by the model. How-
ever, the results of the comparison do not change even
when limiting the model predictions to the star-forming
population matching the observed sSFR threshold. On
the other hand, the depletion timescales or SFEs are
reasonably well described by the Santa Cruz model
(Somerville et al. 2015; Popping et al. 2019b). Sys-
tematic differences in SFEs are unlikely to drive the
discrepancy with the observations in Figures 4-6, since
both [C I] and CO should have been similarly impacted.
While further work on the model is necessary to remove
the systematics on the sSFR, the relative comparison of
CO and [C I] emission as a function of LIR still holds.
Therefore, the problem likely arises from the modeling
of the emission itself.
Interestingly, the [C I] emission appears to be largely
unaffected by several parameters, including the the den-
sity of the diffuse atomic ISM, the choice of rescaling the
strength of the UV- and cosmic ray fields to the local or
the global SFR, the slope of the molecular clouds distri-
bution, the clumping of the ISM, and the radial density
profile within the clouds at a fixed external pressure.
On the contrary, the choice of the density profile within
the molecular clouds might increase the L[C I]3P1− 3P0
at fixed SFR (Figure 9 in Popping et al. 2019a), also
modifying the slope of the relation, as the observations
suggest (Figures 4 and 5). Nevertheless, modifying only
this parameter would generate tensions with the CO and
[C II] observations that are currently indiscernible. We
underline the fact that the model is meant to reproduce
the bulk of the galaxy population. Therefore, strongly
deviating outliers, such as starbursts and SMGs in the
standard definitions and shown here for the sake of
completeness, would likely require a specific treatment.
Further developments of these and alternative models
appear necessary in order to reproduce the observations.
The compilation we publicly release here will serve as a
useful tool for calibration.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented new observations of [C I](3P2 − 3P1)
and CO (7− 6) in a sample of 7 main sequence galaxies
at z ∼ 1, along with a compilation of > 200 objects
with detected [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and/or [C I](3P2 − 3P1),
and one or multiple low to high-J CO transitions. This
compilation spans the z = 0 − 4 redshift interval and a
wide range of ambient conditions. We leveraged such a
large sample to derive the following results.
• The L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LIR and L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LIR ra-
tios in local LIRGs and main sequence galaxies
at z ∼ 1 are consistent, but systematically and
significantly higher than the values measured in
SMGs at z = 2 − 4. We draw a similar conclu-
sion for the L[C I]3P2− 3P1/LCO(7−6) ratio, while
L[C I]3P1− 3P0/LCO(4−3) appears more consistent
among the different redshifts and populations, re-
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sembling the case of CO (2−1) previously reported
in V18.
• The previous point can be interpreted consider-
ing that [C I], mid-/high-J CO (Jupper = 3 − 7),
and LIR trace the low density, high density molec-
ular gas, and the SFR, respectively. The ob-
served trends would thus suggest increased dense
molecular gas fractions and higher SFEs in high-
redshift SMGs than main sequence galaxies and
local LIRGs, in agreement with CO-based stud-
ies. This is further consistent with the (integrated)
Schmidt-Kennicutt relation and serves as support-
ing evidence of the potential of [C I] as an alterna-
tive molecular gas tracer.
• The observed L′
[C I]3P2− 3P1/L
′
[C I]3P1− 3P0 ratios of
the local, main sequence at z ∼ 1 and high-redshift
SMG samples are fully consistent. This suggests
a similar gas temperature traced by [C I] across
redshift and galaxy type.
• Moreover, the L′
[C I]3P2− 3P1/L
′
[C I]3P1− 3P0 ratio (∝
Texc) mildly correlates with L
′
CO(7−6)/L
′
CO(1−0), a
proxy for the shape of the CO SLED. More ex-
treme excitation for [C I] corresponds to similar
conditions of CO, supporting the coexistence of
these molecular gas tracers.
• We find Texc . Tdust on global scales for the galax-
ies in our compilation and a mild correlation be-
tween these two quantities for local galaxies, but
no apparent strong connection in the high-redshift
sample. This might be due to the presence of
multi-phased ISM and dust, with [C I] tracing a
cold and extended component and the (luminosity-
weighted) Tdust from the SED modeling being
mainly driven by hot dust, not accounting for the
bulk of the dust mass in the cold phase. However,
this result critically depends on the modeling and
parametrization of the far-IR SED and on rela-
tively small number statistics of galaxies with both
[C I] lines available, especially at high redshift.
• We fitted the observed line ratios using classical
one-dimensional photodissociation region models
(Kaufman et al. 1999), retrieving similar n,G0 for
local LIRGs and main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1,
but larger values for high-redshift SMGs, consis-
tent with the conclusions reported above.
• While valuable for a simple interpretation and rel-
ative comparisons among spatially unresolved ob-
servations, classical 1D PDR modeling is ham-
pered by several shortcomings. Here we explored
the impact of using different combinations of line
ratios, finding the necessity of a more compre-
hensive approach in order to reproduce a likely
complex and multi-phased ISM at any redshifts.
This adds to other well known issues previously
reported.
• We compared our compilation with available semi-
analytical models (Popping et al. 2019a) in order
to place [C I] in a context of cosmological galaxy
evolution. While we confirm a good agreement
with fiducial model for the CO emission, we find
systematically larger [C I] luminosities at fixed LIR
for any sample at any redshifts than the theoret-
ical predictions. This suggests the necessity of a
revision of some of the subgrid recipes assumed in
the model.
• We release the data compilation in an electronic
format to the community as a benchmark for fu-
ture testing and comparison.
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APPENDIX
A. SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF THE HIGH-REDSHIFT SAMPLE
As part of the supplementary online material, we show the re-modeling of the SED we performed for all the high-
redshift galaxies from the literature samples that we collected (Figure 7). The SEDs of our own sample of main
sequence galaxies are reported with an identical format in V18, excluding sources #208273 and 256703 included in
this release. We do not show the SMG from Jin et al. (2019), being the modeling identical to the original work. In
each panel, we show in red the photometric points we fitted and their uncertainties. Downpointing arrows indicate
2σ upper limits. Open red symbols mark photometry from Spitzer/IRAC and radio when available, which we did not
use to constrain the fit. The black line shows the best composite SED (Draine & Li (2007) and AGN templates from
Mullaney et al. (2011), the latter highlighted in blue).
B. TOTAL RECOVERED FLUXES FROM ALMA OBSERVATIONS
We extracted the flux of each line of our sample of main sequence galaxies using the iterative procedure described
in detail in our previous work (Daddi et al. 2015; Coogan et al. 2018; Valentino et al. 2018; Puglisi et al. 2019) and
recalled in Section 2.1.2. The signal is extracted with gildas/uv fit at fixed spatial position and extension, obtained
by combining measurements for each tracer in the uv space (Section 2 of Puglisi et al. 2019). Such combination
includes both cold ([C I], CO (2 − 1), dust continuum) and warm (CO (4 − 3), CO (5 − 4), CO (7 − 6)) molecular gas
proxies. Therefore, the measured size is representative of the average extension of the molecular gas in the galaxy.
Further comparisons between the various tracers is part of a forthcoming work (Puglisi et al. in prep.). The total flux
is robustly recovered whenever the size of the emitting source is securely estimated. This is the case for all the new
Band 7 measurements reported in Section 2.1.2. However, flux losses might occur when only an upper limit on the size
can be placed, and such estimate is comparable with the beam size. We estimated these losses by injecting artificial
bright galaxies with circular Gaussian profiles and a FWHP fixed to the 1σ upper limit on the size in the ALMA maps,
and then re-extracting their fluxes with the fiducial point source profile. We corrected the fluxes of unresolved sources
to (IGauss/IPoint + 1)/2 and adding in quadrature the absolute error on such correction (σcorr = (IGauss − IPoint)/2)
to the statistical uncertainty. The sizes and the flux corrections are reported in Table 5. Changes at < 5% are not
significant and therefore not applied.
C. DATA TABLES
The data we collected for this work are released in electronic FITS format available in the online version of the article
or contacting the corresponding author. We produce two separate tables for the local and high-redshift subsamples in
Section 2. The quantities are described in Table 6.
D. SPECTRA OF MAIN SEQUENCE GALAXIES
We show in Figure 9 the spectra of our sample of z ∼ 1.2 main sequence galaxies observed with ALMA in Cycles 3
to 6 (Sections 2.1.1-V18 and 2.1.2). The IDs are reported in each panel and correspond to the ones in Tables 2 and
3. The black solid lines show the continuum-subtracted spectra in the observed frame and the red lines mark the best
Gaussian fits. The black ticks signpost the expected line frequency from previous optical/near-IR redshift estimates.
The shaded areas indicate the channels used to estimate the line fluxes. The number of channels covered by each line
is reported in brackets. The spectra are color coded as follows: dark green = CO (2− 1); blue = CO (4− 3); yellow =
[C I](3P1 − 3P0), [C I](3P2 − 3P1); orange = CO (5− 4); purple = CO (7− 6). In case of non-detections, we show the
expected location of the emission with a red solid line, and the channels covered to estimate the upper limits on the
flux as color shaded areas. These correspond to the velocity width of other significantly detected lines for the same
source (Section 2.1.1).
E. TESTS ON PDR MODELING
In Section 4.1 we proposed a simple interpretation of the observed trends in the line ratios in terms of PDR modeling.
As mentioned, this should be taken as an order of magnitude estimate, given the limitations of such a simple approach.
Documented issues arise because of the simple one-dimensional geometry of classical PDR models, in which the [C I]
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Figure 7. Far-infrared spectral energy distribution for the literature sample at high redshift. Red full circles mark the observed
photometric points. Downpointing red arrows indicate 2σ upper limits. Open red symbols show photometry from Spitzer/IRAC
and radio when available, not used in the fit. The black line shows the best composite SED (Draine & Li (2007) and AGN
templates from Mullaney et al. (2011), the latter highlighted in blue). See Appendix A for details.
emission arises only from a thin layer within CO and [C II], while observations suggest full mixing between [C I] and
CO (e.g., Ojha et al. 2001; Ikeda et al. 2002); the assumption of a micro turbulent medium, not suitable to reproduce
the CO SLED, which is better represented by large velocity gradients (e.g., LVG modeling, Young & Scoville 1991;
Liu et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2017; Can˜ameras et al. 2018 for working examples on subsets of the galaxies in our
compilation); indeed, a clumpy medium, turbulent mixing and cosmic ray (rather FUV-) driven chemistry radically
change this picture and might explain the fully concomitant [C I] and CO (e.g. Papadopoulos et al. 2004; Bisbas et al.
2015, 2017; Papadopoulos et al. 2018). More realistic modeling including a 3D geometry and tunable cosmic ray rates
resulted in larger gas densities, but similar radiation fields with respect to the Kaufman et al. (1999) models adopted
here (Bothwell et al. 2017). The mechanical excitation of CO transitions through shocks is known to occur in nearby
massively star forming regions and it adds a further layer of complexity not captured by the simple PDR models we
applied (Lee et al. 2019). We also note that metallicity and carbon abundance variations among different populations
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(V18) cannot be captured by the fixed set of parameters in Kaufman et al. (1999).
We do not apply any more complex modeling to our compilation at this stage. Notably, we do not make such
attempt for our main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1 due to the lack of constraining power in our observations. The LVG
method would likely be able to capture both CO and [C I] at the same time (e.g., Israel et al. 2015), but it relies on
the knowledge of both low- and high-J transitions, especially considering the growing evidence of the existence of a
two-phase ISM, the hottest peaking even above Jupper = 7 (Liu et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2017; Can˜ameras et al. 2018).
This information is not available for the vast majority of our sample of main sequence galaxies, following the general
lack of constraints on the CO SLED of high-redshift normal galaxies (Daddi et al. 2015, Daddi et al. in preparation).
We refer the reader to the original works producing such LVG modeling when accessible, mainly for lensed SMGs
or very local objects. Similar considerations apply for the introduction of shock models. Moreover, spatially well
resolved observations will be necessary to study the relative distributions of [C I] and CO and gauge, e.g., the effect
of enhanced cosmic rays rates in high redshift galaxies, as unresolved or marginally resolved emission is dominated
by the phases where both species are abundant (Papadopoulos et al. 2018). We also note that the observed ratios
L[C I]3P2− 3P1/L[C I]3P1− 3P0 . 3.5 in all but 3 objects are not compatible with extra heating from X-ray dominated
regions (XDR) at the n ∼ 104 cm−3 derived for the galaxies with both [C I] lines available (Meijerink et al. 2007;
Nesvadba et al. 2018).
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Table 5. Flux corrections for the ALMA observations of galaxies on the
main sequence.
ID Size Flux increase
arcsec
[C I](3P1 − 3P0),
CO (4− 3) CO (5− 4) CO (2− 1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
4233 1.229± 0.279 – – –
7540 1.219± 0.322 – – –
13205 < 0.448 < 5% 5% 9%
13250 0.907± 0.476 – – –
18538 0.514± 0.062 – – –
18911 < 1.248 31% 113% 39%
19021 0.184± 0.055 – – –
26925 1.239± 0.206 – – –
30694 0.691± 0.155 – – –
32394 1.572± 0.204 – – –
35349 0.859± 0.029 – – –
36053 < 0.578 < 5% 28% –
36945 < 0.595 < 5% < 5% 11%
37250 0.893± 0.044 – – –
37508 < 0.208 < 5% < 5% < 5%
38053 0.612± 0.239 – – –
44641 0.604± 0.190 – – –
121546 < 1.074 19% – –
188090 0.426± 0.015 – – –
192337 0.579± 0.026 – – –
208273 0.459± 0.048 – – –
218445 1.152± 0.347 – – –
256703 0.891± 0.030 – – –
Note—Column 1: ID. Column 2: Size in arcsec. Upper limits
are at < 1σ. Column 3-5: Flux increase when extracting the
source with a circular Gaussian (gildas/uv fit/c gauss) with
fixed FWHP = 1σ upper limit on the size, compared with the
extraction with a point source profile (gildas/uv fit/point):
IGauss/IPoint. Corrections below < 5% are not applied.
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Figure 8. Test on [C I](3P2 − 3P1) vs [C I](3P1 − 3P0) and [C II] and comparison with previous modeling. Left:
Best-fit gas density n [cm−3] and intensity of the UV radiation field G0 [Habing units] from PDR modeling by Kaufman et al.
(1999) derived using [C I](3P1 − 3P0) or [C I](3P2 − 3P1) and keeping every other quantity fixed. Only galaxies with detections
of both lines are shown. The red arrows map the difference in n,G0 moving from [C I](
3P1 − 3P0) to [C I](3P2 − 3P1) modeling.
The black arrows indicate the average difference between the two estimates. Center: Best-fit n [cm−3] and G0 [Habing units]
derived using the [C II] or LIR as proxies of G0 and keeping every other quantity fixed. Only galaxies with detections of both
quantities are shown. The red arrows map the difference in n,G0 moving from [C II] to LIR modeling. Right: Blue and red
lines respectively indicate the tracks of constant gas density n [cm−3] and intensity of the UV radiation field G0 [Habing units]
in the [C I], CO (4− 3), and LIR plane of Figure 1. The tracks are computed from the PDR modeling by Kaufman et al. (1999).
Thick darker lines show the modeling used in this work. Thin lighter lines mark the modeling adopted by Alaghband-Zadeh
et al. (2013). The labels indicate the values corresponding to each track.
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Figure 9. ALMA spectra covering multiple CO and [C I] lines for our sample of main sequence galaxies at z ∼ 1.2 (see Appendix
D for details).
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Figure 9. (continue)
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Figure 9. (continue)
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Figure 9. (continue)
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Figure 9. (continue)
